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BIO STATEMENT:  Dr. Acosta is a Professor at the National Scientific and Technical 
Research Council, CONICET (Argentina) and at the School of Medicine – Universidad 
de Buenos Aires. He received his MSc with concentration in genetics from the 

Universidad Nacional del Nordeste and his doctorate in immunopathology from the 
Universidad de Buenos Aires with the highest honors (summa cum laude). Dr. Acosta 

research interests include understanding the pathogenesis of respiratory viruses and 
the host immune response to viral infection, particularly in low-income pediatric 

populations. His principal aim is to develop research initiatives that translate 
laboratory findings into interventions with direct impact on the welfare of children. 
He has received among other distinctions, awards and recognitions from the 

Argentine Chamber of deputies, Argentine Senate, ISID, etc. In 2016, received the 
Young Investigator Award from the Pan-American Society for Clinical Virology.  
 
 
ASM ACTIVITIES 

 
ASM COMMITTEES/BOARDS: 

2013-2015: ASM Young Ambassador to Argentina (first cohort). 
2016-2017: ASM Young Leader Circle Member (first cohort). 
2017-2018: ASM Board Director (first international member). 

 
CONFERENCES: PASCV 2014 (Daytona Beach), PASCV 2016 (Daytona Beach), PASCV 

2017 (Savannah), PASCV 2018 (Palm Beach), ASM general meeting 2013 (Denver), 
ASM general meeting 2014 (Boston), ASM Microbe 2016 (Boston), ASM Microbe 2017 
(New Orleans), ASM Microbe 2018 (Atlanta) among others.   

 
 

QUALIFICATIONS  
I am a proud ASM member, a society I totally support. I have considerable experience 
of devising and establishing systems to ensure good governance, transparency and 

accountability. My experience includes the participation in different key positions 
(Council, Executive Committee, and Board of directors) in three international 

academic societies (including ASM). 
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I joined ASM as a young student, several years ago. Until taking a parental leave (in 
2018), I have been a very active member for many years within our Society. It has 

been a great pleasure and experience to have previously served as ASM young 
ambassador to Argentina, as a member of the Young Leader Circle and finally as a 

member of the ASM Board of directors (BOD); overseeing, promoting and leading a 
variety of developments and initiatives in my home country, but also at the 
international level, where I helped to shape the strategic direction of the Society. I 

know that this position requires a strong commitment of time, skills and effort, but 
this is extraordinary opportunity to help lead the organization, the community and 

the profession. 
 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

ASM has become definitively an international organization in the last years. I 
accompanied this transition as the first cohort of Young Ambassadors, as a member 

of the first cohort of Young Leaders Circle, and as the first BOD international member. 
During those years I have worked with other members to make our institution more 
modern, nimble and truly international. 

Regarding my appointment as Board Director, probably were the hardest years for 
the ASM in more than one century. During that time, the Board of Directors had to 

make very difficult decisions impacting all departments throughout our institution due 
a multimillion dollar operating budget deficit; but this allowed us, for the first time in 

several years, to achieve a breakeven budget (in 2018). 
 
POSITION STATEMENT 

Since taking on a role within the ASM, I have become increasingly aware of the 
breadth of the society’s influence and its global impact in this field. 

My vision for the society would be to build on the existing strengths, using the 
expertise of the Board of Directors team, councils and every member interested in 
get involved. In addition, I would be seeking to ensure greater communication within 

and across committees, while also seeking to ensure greater engagement and 
contributions from all our members.  

I would wish to boost the academic profile of the society, its expertise and the 
resources it can provide, considering a range of roles in different contexts; as i.e an 
academic partner, trustable information source or advisory expert.  

Microbiology is a highly dynamic science and will continue to do so. On the other 
hand our Society has members worldwide, who have diverse backgrounds and needs, 

so ASM needs to work every day to provide the “scientific home” for each member 
and must rise to the occasion. Regarding this, it will become increasingly important 
for ASM to effectively involve and connect with younger members, students and 

trainees around the world.  A priority within this perception would be the development 
of the Young Leaders Program, for (young) bright microbiologists, a programme that 

would be highly aspirational and worldwide recognized. This program would 
synergism with existing programs (like Ambassadors program) to contribute to the 
running of the society and to the research and advocacy activities among others.  
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BIO STATEMENT:  
Professor Paul Brown is a tenured Professor of Molecular Biology at The University of 

the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica. He has been involved in studying public health 
related infectious diseases for over 30 years.  

An important aspect of his research has been to enhance research capacity and foster 
collaboration in molecular ecological investigation of infectious diseases, in particular, 
leptospirosis in Jamaica. As an infectious disease investigator, his contributions to 

science have included primary and secondary data analyses of clinical and post-
mortem leptospirosis; effect of climate on disease incidence; risk analysis and the 

role of socio-economic factors in transmission; and genetic and environmental 
influences of virulence.  
Prof. Brown is involved in academic advising/mentorship of students at The UWI, and 

has participated in international roles as mentor of pre- and post-doctoral scientists. 
He has served as Council Member of the International Society for Infectious Diseases 

(2012-2020) and was a Fulbright Fellow in 2010.  
 
 

CURRENT ASM ACTIVITIES:  
 

ASM COMMITTEES/BOARD: 
 International Member at Large, COMS (2017-present)  
 Staff Advisor for Jamaican ASM student chapter (2018-present) 

 
 

CURRENT PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION  
 03/2020-present Member, Workload Policy Committee, The UWI 
 03/2020-present Member, Covid-19 Emergency Management Committee, 

The UWI, Mona 
 11/2019-present Member, Naming Policy Committee, The UWI 

 08/2019-present Member, Finance and General Purposes Committee, The 
UWI, Mona 
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 01/2019-present Chair, Joint Occupational Health and Safety Committee, 
The UWI, Mona Campus 

 12/2018-present Co-chair, Blue Book Committee, The UWI 
 08/2017-present Member, Mona Academic Board representative to The 

Senate; chaired Senate Appeals Committee for two cases 
 06/2017-present Member, Mona Academic Board, The UWI 
 05/2017-present Professor of Molecular Biology (Infectious disease and 

Basic Science), Department of Basic Medical Sciences, The UWI, Mona, 
Jamaica 

 04/2016-present Member, Augmented Pensions Committee, The UWI 
 02/2016-present Co-chair, Career Path Review Group, The UWI 
 04/2015-present Member, Health Services Committee, The UWI, Mona 

 04/2015-present President, West Indies Group of University Teachers 
(WIGUT) (Jamaica) 

 08/2013-present Member, FMS Sub-Committee for Research, The UWI, 
Mona 

 08/2011-present Member, Negotiation committee, WIGUT (Jamaica) 

 08/2003-present Graduate Course Coordinator  
 

 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 As an international member of COMS, I have had the opportunity to serve as 
inaugural Vice-Chair (2017-2018), and interact closely with so many others to 
support the work of ASM by prioritizing the scientific focus of the Society, 

identifying upcoming opportunities in microbial sciences and scientific trends to 
ensure effective programs and scientific activities that benefit the members 

and the scientific community at large. I am always mindful that the diverse 
membership of ASM require special care to maintain the vibrancy and broad 
perspective needed for ideation and promotion of solutions to current and 

future problems in the microbial sciences.  
 As Country Liaison to Jamaica (2008-2010), ASM Ambassador for Central 

America and Caribbean Basin (2010-2012), Country Ambassador to Jamaica 
(2012-2017), I worked as part of the International Board and provided 
leadership and oversight for ASM’s strategic direction in terms of the Futures 

program, communication between international members and Ambassadors, 
international grants and fellowships, and the appointment and orientation of 

close to 60 Country Ambassadors. Educational outreach in Universities, 
mentorship of junior academic staff and microbiology majors, poster prizes at 
local conferences, and interaction with sister microbiology societies have been 

features of my tenure. 
 

 
POSITION STATEMENT 
It has been a pleasure and honor to represent the international community on 

COMS for the past three years. If elected, my primary vision remains to continue to 
represent the views of the international community with the Society as we 

contribute to the further development of ASM as a global giant in the microbial 
sciences. I have learnt a lot from Vic DiRita, Vaughn Cooper, Mike Schmidt, 
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Suzanne Fleiszig within the leadership of COMS, within the context of navigating 
the early years and setting the Council on a certain trajectory. There are several 

thorny issues within COMS that have been resolved, including the advancement of 
the Vice-Chair to the Chair without recourse to separate elections; streamlining the 

communities within COMS; clarification of the roles and responsibilities of Divisional 
chairs; and greater involvement of the international community in ideation and 
participation within the Society and Microbe meetings. It has been quite fulfilling so 

far and I think there are things to accomplish, especially in light of the current 
pandemic and the global implications. I feel that my continued participation will be 

even more valuable and will make the Society a better place for communities of 
domestic and international members, and to the broader fellowship of microbial 
science professionals. I bring to the table a strong commitment of time and talent, 

governance, negotiation and advocacy skills, and the ability to mentor and motivate 
young scientists, which will undoubtedly assist in the effective guiding of decisions 

and recommendations to be made to further the strategic goals of the Society. 
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DIANA LIA VULLO 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

BIO STATEMENT:  Dr. Vullo achieved Chemistry degree and PhD in Biological 

Chemistry-Industrial Microbiology, at Faculty of Sciences, Buenos Aires University, 
Argentina. As microbiologist, she founded with other eight colleagues the 

Environmental Chemistry Area of the newly created Universidad Nacional de General 
Sarmiento. Since then, being head of Microbiology Lab, she became Associate 
Professor of the institution and Independent Researcher of the National Scientific and 

Technical Research Council. Her research projects focus on Environmental 
Biotechnology to develop innovative and sustainable strategies, mediated by native 

microorganisms, solving problems associated with productive processes in urban and 
periurban areas. The studies address microbe-metal interactions for innovative 

biotreatments of electroplating wastewaters as well as the development of PGPR and 
metal nanoparticles-based biofertilizers, applicable in horticultural soils’ restoration 
as substitutes for agrochemicals. Dr. Vullo was member of the Executive Board of the 

Argentinean Society for General Microbiology (2014-2018) and co-founder of 
Argentinean Society for Environmental Science and Technology. 

 
ASM ACTIVITIES: (List your ASM positions with dates of service)  
 

ASM COMMITTEES/BOARDS:  
1. Past Chair, Ambassador Leadership Circle (2019). 

2. Chair, Ambassador Leadership Circle (2017-2018). 
3. Ambassador Leadership Circle, member 2014-2017. 
4. ASM Ambassador to Argentina (2012-2017) 

5. ASM Leadership Program for International Educators, mentor (2012-2017). 
 

CONFERENCES: 
1. Organizer and Facilitator of ASM Country and Young Ambassador’s ASM Microbe 

2018 Track Hub Session: The global scenario of antimicrobial resistance: do 

developing and developed countries share the same threats? 
2. Participation in ASM en vivo! ASM Microbe 2016,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BYpfmcd4WQ&t=413s 
3. ASM Webinar Sharing Microbiology Sciences in Post Pandemic Era, El Salvador-

Indonesia-Philippines -Argentina 2020. Lecture: Exploiting microbe survival 

strategies for the development of environmental biotechnologies. 
https://zoom.us/rec/play/LZ-

KuYs21qJfit4Coz06StO4lf7LfFv0GHcH8QUfUj8WyFDl4_QRXgeooardyx1wwdMuog
DOr3dmC6GA.6n74_8FlSMwxgZlU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=sTkcpGfdS
uylve5oQSVGig.1599334224756.adfc92a7b2aa1eca7245fc63a8d41647&_x_zm_

rhtaid=973  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BYpfmcd4WQ&t=413s
https://zoom.us/rec/play/LZ-KuYs21qJfit4Coz06StO4lf7LfFv0GHcH8QUfUj8WyFDl4_QRXgeooardyx1wwdMuogDOr3dmC6GA.6n74_8FlSMwxgZlU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=sTkcpGfdSuylve5oQSVGig.1599334224756.adfc92a7b2aa1eca7245fc63a8d41647&_x_zm_rhtaid=973
https://zoom.us/rec/play/LZ-KuYs21qJfit4Coz06StO4lf7LfFv0GHcH8QUfUj8WyFDl4_QRXgeooardyx1wwdMuogDOr3dmC6GA.6n74_8FlSMwxgZlU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=sTkcpGfdSuylve5oQSVGig.1599334224756.adfc92a7b2aa1eca7245fc63a8d41647&_x_zm_rhtaid=973
https://zoom.us/rec/play/LZ-KuYs21qJfit4Coz06StO4lf7LfFv0GHcH8QUfUj8WyFDl4_QRXgeooardyx1wwdMuogDOr3dmC6GA.6n74_8FlSMwxgZlU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=sTkcpGfdSuylve5oQSVGig.1599334224756.adfc92a7b2aa1eca7245fc63a8d41647&_x_zm_rhtaid=973
https://zoom.us/rec/play/LZ-KuYs21qJfit4Coz06StO4lf7LfFv0GHcH8QUfUj8WyFDl4_QRXgeooardyx1wwdMuogDOr3dmC6GA.6n74_8FlSMwxgZlU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=sTkcpGfdSuylve5oQSVGig.1599334224756.adfc92a7b2aa1eca7245fc63a8d41647&_x_zm_rhtaid=973
https://zoom.us/rec/play/LZ-KuYs21qJfit4Coz06StO4lf7LfFv0GHcH8QUfUj8WyFDl4_QRXgeooardyx1wwdMuogDOr3dmC6GA.6n74_8FlSMwxgZlU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=sTkcpGfdSuylve5oQSVGig.1599334224756.adfc92a7b2aa1eca7245fc63a8d41647&_x_zm_rhtaid=973
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3. ASM Women in Microbiology Buenos Aires 2019. Lecture: The challenge of building 
a new place out of the comfort zone. 

4. Organizer of ASM Workshop 2016 Teaching strategies for an XXI Century learning, 
XXIII Latin American Congress on Microbiology – XIV Argentinean Congress on 

Microbiology (XXIII Congreso Latinoamericano de Microbiología- XIV Congreso 
Argentino de Microbiología) ALAM-CAM 2016, Rosario, Argentina. 

5. Organizer of ASM Workshop 2014 Tools and practices to enhance microbiology in 

the classroom, XXII Latin American Congress on Microbiology –IV Colombian 
Congress on Microbiology (XXII Congreso Latinoamericano de Microbiología 

(ALAM 2014) y IV Congreso Colombiano de Microbiología (4CCM)), Cartagena de 
Indias, Colombia. 

6. Organizer of ASM Workshop 2014 How to Write Articles and Presentations of my 

Research Work in English?, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
7. Organizer of ASM Workshop 2013 Strategies for teaching microbiology: time 

changes as well as students do…, IX Argentinean Congress on General 
Microbiology-SAMIGE 2013 (IX Congreso Argentino de Microbiología General-
SAMIGE 2013), Rosario, Argentina. 

 
OTHER: 

1. ASM Microbe 2018 abstract reviewer. 
2. ASM Cultures Magazine 2018, Issue 4.4, Voices section, interview on ethics 

in science and technology. 
3. ASM International Educator 2011. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS  
Regarding the COMS member functions, I consider that my expertise and 

experience in Microbiology research for more than 33 years will contribute to 
generate new ideas and innovate in the development of programs and activities, 
covering the needs of any sub-discipline. Along with my scientific background, my 

32 year-career in Education in Microbiology enables me to generate and promote 
new strategies for the improvement of educational resources. In addition, my work 

in the scientific societies of my country and Latin America gave me the possibility to 
learn about their management, meetings’ organization, membership administration 
and recruitment of new members, evaluation instances and the identification of the 

scientific community requirements.   
 

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
1. When I started as ASM Country Ambassador in November 2012, my priority 
ideas included to develop a regional network with other Ambassadors for 

implementing joint activities. I think that this is one of my first goals that I could 
achieve working in different issues such as implementing workshops and seminars 

and organizing events. Being ASM Ambassador to Argentina enabled me to improve 
my leadership performance at the Argentinean Society for General Microbiology-
SAMIGE. As member of the Executive Board of SAMIGE, I proposed many activities 

(ASM dependent) that were immediately accepted and developed. In addition, both 
positions helped me in my work with other scientific societies in Argentina and Latin 

America, such as ALAM (Latin American Society for Microbiology, AAM (Argentinean 
Society for Microbiology) and SADI (Argentinean Society for Infectious Diseases). 
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2. Belonging to the Ambassador Leadership Circle, I generated a new opportunity to 
expand the methodology of team work to other regions. I took part, worked in 

collaboration and assisted to make the Ambassador program a useful tool for a 
global integration of microbiologists, both in educational and scientific interests. In 

this aspect, ASM confirmed its role as referent body for other scientific societies 
around the world. 
3. My participation in the ASM Leadership Program for International Educators 

amplified my spectrum of work in terms of getting involved in specific activities in 
our region focused on the improvement of the Education in Microbiology. 

 
POSITION STATEMENT 
If elected my proposal is built upon three drivers: scientific careers, membership 

and science communication. As a first approach, my intentions will be focused on 
exploration of scientific programs and activities within each sub-discipline to begin 

working on the development of new ideas achieving a balance in the offered 
opportunities. These emerging ideas will be primarily aimed at the engagement of 
young ASM members, contributing to their professional development.  I consider 

that promoting young microbiologists’ involvement is a strategic long-term 
investment for a prolific future society. In the same direction, but in a second 

stage, innovative activities planned for senior scientists will improve their 
commitment with ASM. Making available more opportunities in all fields of 

Microbiology will gradually increase interest in membership and this is part of the 
second core idea to work on. Promotion of regional activities and ensuring equality 
in eligibility requirements among US and international members will build trust in 

potential new associates. As third driver, other crucial point is to enhance the 
interaction between the science community and citizenship, keeping social, 

environmental and public health concerns present on ASM agenda. A correct 
communication of microbial sciences demands the generation of different 
educational strategies that will help eliminate misinformation from general public. 
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DIANA ELIZABETH WATURANGI  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

BIO STATEMENT:   
I am Professor in microbiology with research interest emphasis in food microbiology 
at Faculty of Biotechnology Atma Jaya Catholic University, Jakarta, Indonesia. I was 

appointed as ASM country ambassador for Indonesia since 2016 and were continued 
for second term until 2021. 

During my appointment as ambassador (2016-2020) I have initiate collaboration with 
14 universities throughout Indonesia which are in Java, eastern part of Indonesia and 

western part.  We organized 14 seminars and 8 workshops in different institutions 
with the topic interesting teaching in microbiology, science communication and 
scientific writing. 

 
Not only initiate collaboration project with universities in Indonesia but also with other 

country ambassador from Philippine, El Salvador and Argentina.  We organize 
workshop 2 times in Jakarta and Bandung, last time organized webinar.  In 2018 I 
took the opportunity offered by ASM collaborate with Smithsonian for DIY outbreak 

exhibit panel and I organize exhibition in school and public area. 
 

 
ASM ACTIVITIES: (List your ASM positions with dates of service)  
 

BRANCHES: ASM Country ambassador for Indonesia (2016-2018) and (2019-2021) 
 

DIVISIONS: Food Microbiology        
 
COMMUNITIES: Scientist in the universities from Indonesia and abroad, students 

from various universities in Indonesia, Private sector from medical, agricultural 
and food sector, Government related with education and food regulations. 

 
CONFERENCES:   ASM Microbe, ASMCUE, National meeting of microbiology society, 

Keystone symposia meetings, world society pediatric of infectious diseases, 

International conference for infectious diseases. 
 

OTHER:  I am former Dean of Biotechnology faculty in my university this position 
support me to collaborate with other institution national and international.  Also 
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collaboration with private sectors from various area and government partnership. 
On the other hand I am acting as expert panel of National food and drug agency 

 
QUALIFICATIONS  

My education background is in microbiology from undergraduate to my PhD, therefore 
I have been doing research related with microbiology for the past 25 years, the 
research also from various area started on clinical microbiology related with 

pathogenicity and antibiotic resistance and food microbiology for genetic diversity, 
antibiofilm and molecular detection. Beside that my experience as dean for 8 years 

in biotechnology faculty enhance my capabilities to manage and collaborate with 
various party. On the other hand, my appointment as country ambassador for 2 terms 
also enrich my knowledge related with microbiology. Based on my experience and 

capabilities I think I am qualified enough to hold position as At-large COMS Board 
Director, International. 

 
 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

During my appointment as an ASM country ambassador for Indonesia (2016-2020) 
I have organized seminar in 14 universities throughout Indonesia and 8 workshop 

in different institutions.  My major contribution: 
 

1. In 2020 I realized that during pandemic situation it is very difficult to visit 
university as my planning before as ASM ambassador, but on the other site I 
can see other great opportunity as well to organize webinar across countries. 

Therefore , I initiate tp contact my colleagues which are previous ASM 
ambassador for Philippine, El Salvador and Argentina. Finally, we decide to  

organize ASM webinar on July 29 for students and scientists for 4 countries. 
The webinar come out with success  with more than 300 participants. At the 
beginning we also invite Kirsten to share about ASM and other membership 

information to the participants 
 

2. In September 14-15 2019 we organize workshop “How to teach Microbiology 
interestingly at Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia, I invite colleague 
from Philippine Dr Supachai who also ASM leadership grant for international 

educator recipient together as facilitators for this workshop. This workshop 
become initiation for other activities, on August 29, 2020 I gave workhop on 

How to write manuscript for students and microbiologist held by student 
chapter at Bandung Institute of Technology. 

 

3. In 2016 we organize workshop “Tips and tools in Teaching Microbiology in 
collaboration with ASM country ambassador for Philippine and three other 

colleagues from Philippine which were also ASM leadership grant for 
international educator recipients. We organize the workshop in my Institution 
Atma Jaya Catholic University Jakarta Indonesia, with more than 40 

participants throughout Indonesia (scientists and biology teachers) 
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POSITION STATEMENT 
My plans and how will they help support the ASM Strategic Plan 

As informed in COMS section that as a COMS we need to: Setting priorities for the 
society, Identifying upcoming opportunities in the microbial sciences and identifying 
scientific trends to ensure effective programs and activities. To fulfill these duties I 

would suggest some of the following plans:  

In my opinion related with society there are students (high school, college and 
university); young scientist, senior scientist and public. We need to develop 

sustainability program for each of these society. 
1.From my experience collaborate with other scientists and biology teacher abroad, 
I noticed that microbiology education in high school especially in developing countries 

is require to be Improve. If we can introduce better education of microbiology as 
early as possible in the future it is also will improve and increase number of qualified 

microbiologist. I would suggest program to improve microbiology education for high 
school students through: 

 

- Guidance for curriculum design, 
- Mentoring biology teacher through workshop  

-Organize competition to encourage teacher to improve quality teaching in 
microbiology 

 

 
2.Partnership with industries (from several areas such as food, medical, agriculture 

and environments) for corporate social responsibility program to develop : 
 
- ASM research grants for young and senior scientist. The research area can 

cover all of the area mentioned above. 
- ASM travel award for mutual research collaboration between young 

scientists (from abroad) with senior scientist from USA. 
 

3.Organize webinar to facilitate more audience or member with limited travel budget 

especially young scientists member. 
 

4.For face to face conference give additional program participant who can only join 
online (with lower registration fee) to give more opportunity for scientists abroad to 

participate and improve their knowledge 
 
5.For public we need to educate through young or country ambassador to develop 

science communication program in their own language  related with hot issues in 
microbiology 

6.We need to engage country ambassador as well to gather information and design 
program that more effective and fit with the need of broader countries. 
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